Painting with the Kryptaglow Paint Kit
MEA or Super Formula in Water base, Epoxy Marine Base, Solvent base
The Kryptaglow Kit comes with all 3 components needed. This is the key to its success.
Each Kit Includes : 1/2 Gal of White undercoat, 1 Gallon of Glow Paint, 1 Qt of Top coat
Do not put any additives in these paints! Do not Cut or Dilute them!
This will cover approximately 125 to 150 square feet.
First the White Bottom coat simply clean your surface and apply the bottom coat.
Once dry the glow paint is next. Always allow time for bottom coat to dry fully before applying Glow
Paint
Glow paint is not like standard types of paints. Why? Because this paint is full of Glow Pearls. These
pearls are gravity specific which means you need to stir the can really well from the bottom up.. Once
the pearls are suspended evenly and smooth, then you are ready to paint. A SQUIRREL Cage MIXER BIT
for a drill is recommended and can be purchased at any home depot or hardware store very cheaply.
$1.99 They are plastic and will not hurt the pearls we do not recommend metal blades type stirrers.
You can use a Roller 3/8inch nap or a Brush a good brush is recommended.
Never use foam brushes! Never sweep the paint from side to side!
To paint the glow paint layer with a good brush you want to feather it down or dab it down. Dropping
the paint generously, as you move along. This dabbing or dropping of the paint is laying a layer of
pearls onto the surface.
You want 3 really generous layers! The achieved effect is no shadow in the color when it glows. Once
you have 3 good coats down and it dries completely you then put the top coat on the top a little wider
than the last 2 layers sealing them in
This is the proper way to make this paint perform to its highest standards. These tips are recommended
to instruct anyone who paints with this product.
A Porter Wagner Airless Sprayer is also useful for applying these products on a wall or big surface .
Clean up is easy
Water Base Use water till and wash till there’s no glow left
Solvent Base Use Xylene or Xylol
Epoxy base MEK or Methyl Ethyl Ketone is recommended, Xylene or Xylol can also be used.
Remember! Epoxy Base has 3 hour pot time and then it will get hard. Our Epoxy Marine is a 2 part
system you use equal parts A and B when mixing to paint with it.

